
SCREENSORBA™ acoustic screens have exceptional acoustic 

performance. They are double sided acoustic units with an

internal sound reduction core. These have two acoustical

functions. It reduces direct sound transmission from one 

work zone to another, and it absorbs sound, hence reducing

flanking sound reflections into adjacent work zones.

Depending on your budget and specific requirements,

Soundsorba can offer two styles of screen.

� Freestanding screens with linking facility

� Desk mounted screens available with optional 

wire management

SCREENSORBA™

Acoustic Screens

FREESTANDING SCREENS WITH LINKING FACILITY
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SUPPLY
We build flexibility into the SCREENSORBA dividers. The
screens are pre manufactured to your required sizes and
delivered to your doorstep. The feet and linking strips are
supplied with each screen so that all you have to do is to
position the SCREENSORBA in your desired location and 
configuration and you are ready to work in a quieter 
environment. 

CONFIGURATION AND COLOURS
The freestanding SCREENSORBA can be placed almost 
anywhere. They can serve as single units. Link to other
SCREENSORBA units and you can create a myriad of 
different working spaces which fit into your workplace. As
your work space requirements change, you can change the
SCREENSORBA configurations to suit, giving you total 
flexibility. What’s more, they come in a spectrum of colours.
A SCREENSORBA divider is not only functional but looks
good to the eye too. Fabric colour swatch cards are 
available on request.

NOMINAL DIMENSIONS

Standard floor standing SCREENSORBA sizes are:-
Standard nominal widths are : 800mm 1000mm 1200mm
Standard nominal heights are : 1200mm 1500mm 1800mm.
Other sizes are available on request for floor standing and
desk mounted units. The standard nominal thickness is
approximately 60mm, depending on the style.

FLAMMABILITY
The acoustic Coresorba board is rated Class 0. Fabric facings
are fire rated as Class 1 as standard. Class 0 fabrics are
available on request.

NOMINAL WEIGHT
The approximate nominal weight of a typical SCREENSORBA
screen is 9 kg/m2. As the SCREENSORBA screens are heavy
duty screens, it is advisable that a minimum of two people
are involved in moving and manhandling the screens

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
The Coresorba acoustic board has a NRC (Noise Reduction
Coefficient) of 0.92 (92% of the sound is absorbed).

SCREENSORBA™

Prices and Conditions of Sale
Our standard terms and conditions (copy available on request) apply to all orders. Since Soundsorba Limited exercise no control over the use of its products, no legal 
responsibility is accepted for any application of their products. We reserve the right to change specifications without notice as our policy is one of continuous improvement.
Copyright Soundsorba Limited 2011.

SCREENSORBA™ sound divider is one of the most effective
means for acoustical control in offices. SCREENSORBA
means flexibility, economy, personal privacy and most
important, speech privacy.

Two styles of screens are offered as below:-

FREESTANDING SCREENS
These can be free standing individual screens in a stand
alone situation using flat T section feet.

Alternatively these can be linked to each other in a wide
combination of workplace plans. Linking options are shown
in the photographs below.

DESK MOUNTED SCREENS
These are fixed to desk units using brackets to ensure that
the screens will fit securely to the desks.

MANUFACTURE
SCREENSORBA is built solidly with extruded linking edges,
on a sound reduction septum plate, sandwiched between
25mm thickness of Coresorba acoustic boards on each side
and finished with acoustically transparent decorative fabric
facing. Therefore the SCREENSORBA is a rugged divider
and stands up to many years of use.
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